This paper chiefly focuses on calibration of depth camera system, particularly on stereo camera. Owing to complexity of parameter estimation of camera, i.e., it is an inverse problem the calibration is still challenging problem in computer vision. As similar to the previous method of the calibration, checkerboard is used in this work. However, corner detection is carried out by employing the concept of neural network. Since the corner detection of the previous work depends on the exterior environment such as ambient light, quality of the checkerboard itself, etc., learning of the geometric characteristics of the corners are conducted. The pro-posed method detects a region of checkboard from the captured images (a pair of images), and the corners are detected. Detection accuracy is increased by calculating the weights of the deep neural network. The procedure of the detection is de-tailed in this paper. The quantitative evaluation of the method is shown by calculating the re-projection error.
INTRODUCTION
This document describes, and is written to conform to, author guidelines for the journals of AIRCC series. It is prepared in Microsoft Word as a .doc document. Although other means of preparation are acceptable, final, camera-ready versions must conform to this layout. Microsoft Word terminology is used where appropriate in this document. Although formatting instructions may often appear daunting, the simplest approach is to use this template and insert headings and text into it as appropriate. In the past a few years, practical applications of computer vision have been increase in the areas of automotive engineering, medicine, security, etc [1] . Estimation of 3D coordinates of the 3D real world scene from multiple 2D images is the central part of computer vision technology. Quality of the estimation of 3D coordinates (or depth) highly depends on establishing the relationship between 3D coordinates and 2D coordinates and estimating distortion parameters of lenses of cameras. These procedures are called camera calibration. This paper proposes the approach to increasing accuracy of the calibration. In particular, the procedure of corner detection of checkerborard, applies deep neural network. In the past decades, one of the most popular calibration algorithms is Zhang's method, and the crucial part is calculating homography matrix [2] . Homography matrix can be defined as four categories. The first one is that homography is established by calculating a relationship between 2D and 3D coordinates. The second one is that the homography is established by calculating a relationship between 2D coordinates of images. The third and the fourth one is established using the relationships of straight lines contained in a pair of images, and these are detailed in Zhang's paper [2] . The most popularly used method of calibration is using objects that have known patterns, e.g., grid pattern, circular pattern, etc. In general, multiple captures of the objects from different locations are carried out followed by fully exploiting g patterns in images. Contrary to the method explained above, calibration can be performed without specially designed objects and the method is called self the patterned objects shows limitations in terms of computation time. Experimental environment also affects to the calibration accuracy. However, self the existed calibration methods because it does not depend on the experimental conditions. Concerning all above, calibration can be categorized into two methods, conventional calibration and self-calibration. Self-calibration has brought great attection in the past a few years because many practical applications such as vehicles, robotics and me calibration system. Conventional calibration has limitations as follows. In the first, multiple captures in good experimental condition are required. Cameras capture patterned objects at least 5 times from different locations (usually more than 10 captures). In the second, calibration needs iterative optimization procedures. Since the optimization procedure is basically inverse problems, the result can be overfitting leading to unexpected wrong results. In general, sel chiefly deals with epipolar constraints defined from geometric relationship between 3D objects and 2D images. From the geometric relationship, fundamental matrix is estimated, and the matrix is one of the criterion decides the accuracy of cal calibration still shows higher accuracy because the algorithm has been already stabilized and the calibration is usually carried out in almost ideal conditions with the known patterns such as square, circular (periodic and aperiodic) ones [7] .
In this paper, we propose the approach to increasing the accuracy of camera calibration. Conventional approach, using patterned objects, with a concept of deep neural network (deep learning) is employed. Deep learning is checkerboard is used in this work, by applying deep neural network, successful trained parameters of the network lead to fewer number of captures of checkerboard images. In particular, this paper shows th calibration method in terms of re hidden layers each of which contains 5 steps, Prepare, FAPL, PAMFG, Reconstruction and PADCROP [8] . Evaluation result is compared to the Zhang's method and the criterion for comparison is re-projection error. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces deep learning based calibration, the most contribution of this paper, followed substantiating the proposed algorithm by showing experimental results (including comparison results) in section 3. Section 4 concludes this paper. er [2] . The most popularly used method of calibration is using objects that have known patterns, e.g., grid pattern, circular pattern, etc. In general, multiple captures of the objects from different locations are carried out followed by fully exploiting geometric relationship between patterns in images. Contrary to the method explained above, calibration can be performed without specially designed objects and the method is called self-calibration. Since the calibration using itations in terms of computation time. Experimental environment also affects to the calibration accuracy. However, self-calibration can alleviate the limitations of the existed calibration methods because it does not depend on the experimental conditions. Concerning all above, calibration can be categorized into two methods, conventional calibration calibration has brought great attection in the past a few years because many practical applications such as vehicles, robotics and medicines desire real-time and efficient calibration system. Conventional calibration has limitations as follows. In the first, multiple captures in good experimental condition are required. Cameras capture patterned objects at least 5 ocations (usually more than 10 captures). In the second, calibration needs iterative optimization procedures. Since the optimization procedure is basically inverse problems, the result can be overfitting leading to unexpected wrong results. In general, sel chiefly deals with epipolar constraints defined from geometric relationship between 3D objects and 2D images. From the geometric relationship, fundamental matrix is estimated, and the matrix is one of the criterion decides the accuracy of calibration accuracy [3, 4, 5, 6] . The conventional calibration still shows higher accuracy because the algorithm has been already stabilized and the calibration is usually carried out in almost ideal conditions with the known patterns such as periodic and aperiodic) ones [7] .
INTRODUCTION TO PROJECTION
In this paper, we propose the approach to increasing the accuracy of camera calibration. Conventional approach, using patterned objects, with a concept of deep neural network (deep learning) is employed. Deep learning is applied in the course of corner detection. Although checkerboard is used in this work, by applying deep neural network, successful trained parameters of the network lead to fewer number of captures of checkerboard images. In particular, this paper shows that only two captures maintained or outperforms the existed calibration method in terms of re-projection error. Training of the corners are carried out in 3 hidden layers each of which contains 5 steps, Prepare, FAPL, PAMFG, Reconstruction and Evaluation result is compared to the Zhang's method and the criterion for projection error. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces deep learning based calibration, the most contribution of this paper, followed substantiating the proposed algorithm by showing experimental results (including comparison results) in section 3. Section 4 concludes this paper. Figure 1 . Extrinsic parameters define relationship between camera and real world coordinates Camera calibration provides geometric relationship between coordinates of real world and ones of camera domain, or between the cameras themselves, and it also provides internal characteristics ones are called the extrinsic parameters and the latter ones are called er [2] . The most popularly used method of calibration is using objects that have known patterns, e.g., grid pattern, circular pattern, etc. In general, multiple captures of the objects from eometric relationship between patterns in images. Contrary to the method explained above, calibration can be performed without calibration. Since the calibration using itations in terms of computation time. Experimental environment calibration can alleviate the limitations of the existed calibration methods because it does not depend on the experimental conditions. Concerning all above, calibration can be categorized into two methods, conventional calibration calibration has brought great attection in the past a few years because time and efficient calibration system. Conventional calibration has limitations as follows. In the first, multiple captures in good experimental condition are required. Cameras capture patterned objects at least 5 ocations (usually more than 10 captures). In the second, calibration needs iterative optimization procedures. Since the optimization procedure is basically inverse problems, the result can be overfitting leading to unexpected wrong results. In general, self-calibration chiefly deals with epipolar constraints defined from geometric relationship between 3D objects and 2D images. From the geometric relationship, fundamental matrix is estimated, and the matrix ibration accuracy [3, 4, 5, 6] . The conventional calibration still shows higher accuracy because the algorithm has been already stabilized and the calibration is usually carried out in almost ideal conditions with the known patterns such as
ROJECTION MATRIX
In this paper, we propose the approach to increasing the accuracy of camera calibration. Conventional approach, using patterned objects, with a concept of deep neural network (deep applied in the course of corner detection. Although checkerboard is used in this work, by applying deep neural network, successful trained parameters of the network lead to fewer number of captures of checkerboard images. In at only two captures maintained or outperforms the existed projection error. Training of the corners are carried out in 3 hidden layers each of which contains 5 steps, Prepare, FAPL, PAMFG, Reconstruction and Evaluation result is compared to the Zhang's method and the criterion for projection error. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces deep learning based calibration, the most contribution of this paper, followed by substantiating the proposed algorithm by showing experimental results (including comparison camera and real world coordinates Camera calibration provides geometric relationship between coordinates of real world and ones of camera domain, or between the cameras themselves, and it also provides internal characteristics ones are called the extrinsic parameters and the latter ones are called the intrinsic parameters. The extrinsic parameters are composed of a rotation matrix(R) and a translation vector(T). R and T are represented using 3×3 matrix and 3×1 vector, respective ( Figure. 1 Figure 2 . Conventional approach for camera calibration Figure 2 describes overall flow of conventional calibration of depth camera. More de conventional calibration methods are explained in [2, 7, 10, 11] . Among the methods proposed in the past few decades, Zhang's method is considered the most reliable in practice. In the method, Homography estimation is also one of the most important procedures. Homography matrix defines the geometric relationship between a pair of images. To achieve successful es Homography matrix, feature extraction from the images is important. Homography between two images can be represented as follows. the intrinsic parameters. The extrinsic parameters are composed of a rotation matrix(R) and a translation vector(T). R and T are represented using 3×3 matrix and 3×1 vector, respective ( Figure. 1 ). The intrinsic parameters are composed of focal length, skew factor and principal point. Intrinsic parameters also deal with lens distortion. Concerning the extrinsic and the intrinsic parameters, the relationship between 2D and 3D coordinates can be written as follows. Please note that the first paragraph of a section or subsection is not indented. The first paragraphs that follows a table, figure, equation etc. does not have an indent, either. Subsequent paragraphs, however, are indented.
INTRODUCTION TO PROJECTION
where s is a scaling factor, and m and M are 2D and 3D coordinates (homogeneous), respectively. P is composed of the intrinsic parameters A and the extrinsic parameters [R|T], i.e., P=A [R|T] . The intrinsic parameters are composed of the focal length, skew factor and principal point's coordinates in image plane. Skew factor describes geometric distortion of the axes of sensors, i.e., if there is no distortion skew factor is zero. Once we have the extrinsic parameters, eal world scene of interest can be estimated. If the absolute distance value is required, the intrinsic parameters are needed in addition to the extrinsic parameters. The absolute
the optical center and the 3D point of interest, b is a distance between optical centers of cameras, d is a disparity value resulted from parallax of two view points and f is the focal length of cameras (focal length of cameras are assumed to be equivalen here). In other words, camera calibration is a process of estimating the values in P. Cameras are assumed to be identical, but normalized coordinates are sometimes needed if different cameras [2, 7, 10, 11] . Among the methods proposed in decades, Zhang's method is considered the most reliable in practice. In the method, Homography estimation is also one of the most important procedures. Homography matrix defines the geometric relationship between a pair of images. To achieve successful es Homography matrix, feature extraction from the images is important. Homography between two images can be represented as follows. 45 the intrinsic parameters. The extrinsic parameters are composed of a rotation matrix(R) and a translation vector(T). R and T are represented using 3×3 matrix and 3×1 vector, respectively ( Figure. 1) . The intrinsic parameters are composed of focal length, skew factor and principal point. Intrinsic parameters also deal with lens distortion. Concerning the extrinsic and the es can be written as follows. Please note that the first paragraph of a section or subsection is not indented. The first paragraphs that follows a table, figure, equation etc. does not have an indent, either.
are 2D and 3D coordinates (homogeneous), respectively. P is composed of the intrinsic parameters A and the extrinsic parameters [R|T], i.e., cal length, skew factor and principal point's coordinates in image plane. Skew factor describes geometric distortion of the axes of sensors, i.e., if there is no distortion skew factor is zero. Once we have the extrinsic parameters, eal world scene of interest can be estimated. If the absolute distance value is required, the intrinsic parameters are needed in addition to the extrinsic parameters. The absolute the optical center and the 3D point of interest, b is a distance between optical centers of cameras, d is a disparity value resulted from parallax of two view points and f is the focal length of cameras (focal length of cameras are assumed to be equivalent here). In other words, camera calibration is a process of estimating the values in P. Cameras are assumed to be identical, but normalized coordinates are sometimes needed if different cameras Figure 2 describes overall flow of conventional calibration of depth camera. More de-tails about conventional calibration methods are explained in [2, 7, 10, 11] . Among the methods proposed in decades, Zhang's method is considered the most reliable in practice. In the method, Homography estimation is also one of the most important procedures. Homography matrix defines the geometric relationship between a pair of images. To achieve successful estimation of Homography matrix, feature extraction from the images is important. Homography between two where (x L y L w L ) T and (x R y R respectively. Since homogeneous coordinates system is used, constant number. Once homography is estimated, nonlinear optimization is applied to calculate calibration parameters. Calibration accuracy is evaluated using re corner detection from checkerboard is performed based on deep neural network. In the first, checkerboard from whole image is extracted and the corner is detected parameters. As shown in Figure 3 , 4 detection and extraction of corners from images employ deep learning algorithm. In the neural network in this paper, 3 hidden layers are used. Each layer processes Prepare, FAPL, PAMG, Reconstruct and Padcrop. an image using retinex algorithm by subtracting unnecessary parts from the image [12] . FAPL extracts straight lines using retinex from the preprocessed image. In this procedure, extraction of the lines is carried out using image processing techniques such as "overexpose", "blur" and "tint". PAMG detects corners from the image, and the geometric image transformation can be done using Padcrop. In PAMG, neural network and geometric classifier achieves high accu corner detection. By learning the structure of corners, the detection is success from warped images. The activate function generate two outputs, the one is success and the other one is failure of detection. In the process of Reco patterns is conducted as shown in the Figure 3 (right) . To detect grid patterns, grid density formula is used, written as where p is a number of corners in images, n is an area and S represents density. Detection algorithm select corners that have the higher density. In the next, experiments of the proposed approach are provided.
w R ) T are coordinates of 2D images from left and right camera, respectively. Since homogeneous coordinates system is used, w L and w R can be omitted or set as a constant number. Once homography is estimated, nonlinear optimization is applied to calculate tion parameters. Calibration accuracy is evaluated using re-projection error. In this section, corner detection from checkerboard is performed based on deep neural network. In the first, checkerboard from whole image is extracted and the corner is detected from learned and weighted . Learning based detection of chessboard and geometric transformation of an image Detection of a chessboard and of patterns lead to learning of the detection of corners in
In Figure 3 , geometric image transformation is carried out to accurately find corners. Prior to the transformation, a number of procedures is conducted. The procedures (5 procedures in Figure 3 ) are depicted in Figure 4 As shown in Figure 3 , 4 detection and extraction of corners from images employ deep learning algorithm. In the neural network in this paper, 3 hidden layers are used. Each layer processes Prepare, FAPL, PAMG, Reconstruct and Padcrop. Preapre is a preprocess to find straight lines in an image using retinex algorithm by subtracting unnecessary parts from the image [12] . FAPL extracts straight lines using retinex from the preprocessed image. In this procedure, extraction of arried out using image processing techniques such as "overexpose", "blur" and "tint". PAMG detects corners from the image, and the geometric image transformation can be done using Padcrop. In PAMG, neural network and geometric classifier achieves high accu corner detection. By learning the structure of corners, the detection is success-fully accomplished from warped images. The activate function generate two outputs, the one is success and the other one is failure of detection. In the process of Reconstruct, geometric transformation of grid patterns is conducted as shown in the Figure 3 (right) . To detect grid patterns, grid density where p is a number of corners in images, n is an area and S represents lgorithm select corners that have the higher density. In the next, experiments of the proposed approach are provided.
are coordinates of 2D images from left and right camera, can be omitted or set as a constant number. Once homography is estimated, nonlinear optimization is applied to calculate projection error. In this section, corner detection from checkerboard is performed based on deep neural network. In the first, from learned and weighted
. Learning based detection of chessboard and geometric transformation of an image.
Detection of a chessboard and of patterns lead to learning of the detection of corners in In Figure 3 , geometric image transformation is carried out to accurately find corners. Prior to the transformation, a number of procedures is conducted. The As shown in Figure 3 , 4 detection and extraction of corners from images employ deep learning algorithm. In the neural network in this paper, 3 hidden layers are used. Each layer processes
Preapre is a preprocess to find straight lines in an image using retinex algorithm by subtracting unnecessary parts from the image [12] . FAPL extracts straight lines using retinex from the preprocessed image. In this procedure, extraction of arried out using image processing techniques such as "overexpose", "blur" and "tint". PAMG detects corners from the image, and the geometric image transformation can be done using Padcrop. In PAMG, neural network and geometric classifier achieves high accuracy of fully accomplished from warped images. The activate function generate two outputs, the one is success and the other nstruct, geometric transformation of grid patterns is conducted as shown in the Figure 3 (right) . To detect grid patterns, grid density where p is a number of corners in images, n is an area and S represents lgorithm select corners that have the higher density. In the next, experiments
EXPERIMENTS
This section provides the experimental results and the comparison results with Zhang's calibration method. Since a size of image affects to the computational complexity of an algorithm, in Table 1 , size of images used in this work is provided. Detection of chessboard that is used in the process of learning employs neural net algorithm. In total, 9,664 images are used as cases of existence of corners and non "Train_ok" and the latter one is defined as "Train_no". There are 4,732 are used as "Train_ok" and are 4,932 are used as "Train_no". The results of learning are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 . Training data for the cases of existence and non Table 2 provides the results of calibration using re i.e., stereo camera system. The proposed method and the existed method are compared. As shown in the Table 2 , the proposed approach achieves the lower re
In Table 3 , the accuracy of calibration results by increasing iteration for optimization is provided. As shown in Table 3 , accuracy is slightly increased. After image transformation (after 1200 × 1200 8 × 7
Detection of chessboard that is used in the process of learning employs neural net algorithm. In total, 9,664 images are used as training set, and the learning is conducted in the cases of existence of corners and non-existence of corners. The formal case is defined as "Train_ok" and the latter one is defined as "Train_no". There are 4,732 are used as "Train_ok" ed as "Train_no". The results of learning are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 . Training data for the cases of existence and non-existence of corners for calibration Table 2 provides the results of calibration using re-projection error when using a pair of i.e., stereo camera system. The proposed method and the existed method are compared. As shown in the Table 2 , the proposed approach achieves the lower re-projection error. In Table 3 , the accuracy of calibration results by increasing iteration for optimization is provided. As shown in Table 3 , accuracy is slightly increased. Detection of chessboard that is used in the process of learning employs neural net-work training set, and the learning is conducted in the existence of corners. The formal case is defined as "Train_ok" and the latter one is defined as "Train_no". There are 4,732 are used as "Train_ok" existence of corners for calibration projection error when using a pair of images, i.e., stereo camera system. The proposed method and the existed method are compared. As shown In Table 3 , the accuracy of calibration results by increasing iteration for optimization is provided.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the approach to camera calibration by employing the concept of deep neural network. To increase performance of calibration, deep learn-ing is applied to the procedure of corner detection when checkerboard is used for the calibration work. The proposed approach not only detects the region of the board, but also extracts corners even if the images are warped. In particular, the proposed approach is promising because re-projection error has been decreased even though a number of captures has been significantly decreased. This work can contribute to simple and efficient calibration algorithm in diverse applications that require real-time computer vision techniques.
